Short range order in bimetallic nanoalloys: an extended X-ray absorption fine structure study.
Partial coordination numbers measured by extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectroscopy have been used for decades to resolve between different compositional motifs in bulk and nanoscale bimetallic alloys. Due to the ensemble-averaging nature of EXAFS, the values of the coordination numbers in nanoparticles cannot be simply interpreted in terms of the degree of alloying or segregation if the compositional distribution is broad. We demonstrate that a Cowley short range order parameter is an objective measure of either the segregation tendency (e.g., a core-shell type) or the degree of randomness (in homogeneous nanoalloys). This criterion can be used even in the case when the clusters are random but have broad compositional distributions. All cases are illustrated using the analyses of EXAFS data obtained in three different nanoscale bimetallic systems: Pt(core)-Pd(shell), Pd(core)-Pt(shell), and Pt-Pd random alloy.